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The Colony is a period in History, which followsThe Colony is a period in History, which follows    the Conquest andthe Conquest and
which developed between the 17th (1600-1700), 18th (1700-1800)which developed between the 17th (1600-1700), 18th (1700-1800)

centuries .centuries .
At this time it is said that the days passed slowly and that fewAt this time it is said that the days passed slowly and that few

things happened. But this was not the case, people were foundingthings happened. But this was not the case, people were founding
cities and adapting to a new way of life.cities and adapting to a new way of life.    On the other hand,On the other hand,

important Chilean traditions were bornimportant Chilean traditions were born
games such as kite or spinning top and delicious dishes such asgames such as kite or spinning top and delicious dishes such as

humitas, charquicán and empanadas.humitas, charquicán and empanadas.
Some things have changed since then , the days in this pandemicSome things have changed since then , the days in this pandemic

times passes really slow ,times passes really slow ,    we all have towe all have to    adpat to this new way ofadpat to this new way of
life , and we still enjoy having some Humitas.life , and we still enjoy having some Humitas.

A shared connection

The main objective ofThe main objective of
my scrapbook is tomy scrapbook is to

show that theshow that the
colonial lifecolonial life    hadhad

differences and alsodifferences and also
similarities with oursimilarities with our
life today, and thatlife today, and that

the past has andthe past has and
effect and defines alleffect and defines all

of us.of us.



We went our separate ways in college
and didn't see each other again.

Temporarily apart

Me Time

My name is Elisa Schwartz, I am eleven year old   girl that
lives in Santiago. I like to draw , eat lot of ice cream, play
with Mamba my dog, sleep, and read about animals. I live
with my father Eitan , who is a MD , my mother Andrea,

who is a lawyer and teaches yoga classes, my Sister
Emma and of course Mamba .

My family ancestors  arrived to Chile from many different
places , Spain , UK, Poland ,Germany and  Turkey , this

mixture of cultures , past and present traditions   defines
who I am.

Wondering what will you find in this cool scrapbook? Be
prepared to take a ride in time, from the Colony  until our
days. You are invited to watch how some  past  traditions

remain in my family until now and  what has changed .
Welcome , I hope you enjoy it!

My  Scrapbook


